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Dr. Paul attends to patients at a
LifeNet partner facility: Nakasojjo
Health Center in Uganda



PATIENT VISITS IMPROVED
 TO DATE
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178
HEALTH FACILITY

PARTNERS

4
COUNTRIES OF 

OPERATION

8,687,620

“I was recently called into a caesarean
section due to fetal distress—the baby
did not scream at birth. Thanks to what
we learned in your infant CPR lesson, I
put into practice what we learned from
you, and our work led to successfully
bringing the baby back to life. When
the baby finally cried, we too cried

tears of joy.”
 

-Jean de Dieu
Nurse, DRC
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LIFENET QUARTERLY IMPACT

Q3 '18

Q3 '19

388,551

616,169
improved patient visits 

last quarter
616,169

Q3 '18

Q3 '19

11,215

15,698
safe deliveries last quarter

15,698
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PATIENT STORY 
MEET STELLA & JADE

“During my delivery, I had complications and the baby was born weak,
tired, and needed help to breathe. Thankfully, God was on our side.
The health workers acted quickly and were able to work on him
and resuscitate him in a short time. Baby Jade perked up and was
healthy within a few hours. We started breastfeeding and he has had
no other issues thanks to the care we received. 
 
I am very thankful to Nkoni Health Centre. Unlike other facilities I’ve
visited, the Nkoni health workers are caring and they were there for me
throughout my pregnancy and in my difficult delivery.” -Stella Matovu,
a new mom who gave birth to her son Jade at Nkoni Health Centre,
a LifeNet partner in Uganda.

241
In 2019, health workers in our partner facilities
saved 241 newborns by implementing the
infant CPR they learned from LifeNet.
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24
Medicine deliveries 

to partner health
facilities last quarter

Q2 '18

Q2 '19

818

1,206
staff who attended a management

training lesson

1,206

"Before LifeNet trainings, we
used to suffer from the loss
of expired drugs and many
stockout days because we
were not able to order the

needed drugs in good time.
But now, we perfectly plan

our ordering and have
good needed stock all the

time. Thank you!"
 

-Tamalesi Mtola, Mikondo
Health Center, Malawi



Special Report: Financial Study of 27 Partner Health Facilities in
Uganda Reveals an Increase in Revenue Thanks to LifeNet
Partnership
 
In a recent study of data gathered from 27 partner facilities in Uganda
from Q1 2018 - Q4 2019, facilities increased revenue by 66%, leading to
an average $1,339 increase in monthly revenue per facility. In the same
time frame, the average monthly balance per facility increased by 358%.
 
LifeNet Management and Medical Training is equipping health facility
staffs with the knowledge and tools they need to balance their budgets,
keep accurate financial records, attract new patients, and increase their
revenue.
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SPECIAL REPORT
PARTNER FACILITIES INCREASE REVENUE
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"I will always remember the day I went to train staff at Kitokolo Health Centre. Before I
got off the truck, the In-Charge and cashier came running to meet me, excited to show
me how they had put our previous lesson on financial record keeping into practice. It

was such a fulfilling experience."
-Ssali Edward Tamale, Uganda Management Trainer

LIFENET NEWS

FACES OF LIFENET

Gérard Nshimirimana promoted to DRC
Country Director. “I am thrilled to promote

Gérard to the role of DRC Country Director.

Since coming to LifeNet, Gérard has

demonstrated an ability to learn quickly and

manage others well," said VP of Programs

David Scheiman. 

Ssali Edward Tamale is a Management Trainer in the LifeNet

Uganda office. He holds a master's degree in international

relations and diplomatic studies. Edward is thankful for the

opportunity to use his management skills to contribute to

improvements in the health sector in Uganda. In addition to his

work with LifeNet, Edward enjoys good conversations with

family and friends.

LifeNet reached 8 million patient visits
improved since 2012 in Q4 2019. Since

beginning its operations in 2012, LifeNet

has doubled the quality of care in patient

visits in Burundi, Uganda, DR Congo, and

Malawi.


